In this paper, we validate the accuracy of variance estimators by comparing the estimators to variance computed over repeated experiments. The confidence intervals of the error rate using both parametric and non-parametric methods are evaluated. For the parametric approach, we calculate the confidence interval based on variance estimations from the survey sampling variance approach and the binomial distribution model approach. For the non-parametric approach, we use the bootstrap method to compute the confidence intervals directly. Two different datasets selected from the National Institute of Standards and technology (NIST) Proprietary Fingerprint Template Evaluation II (PFTII) program and several authentication systems are tested in the evaluation process. Then the confidence intervals from all three approaches are reported with different sample sizes.
What we found from the evaluation result is that there is no significant difference between the confidence intervals computed by all three methods. However, for very large data sets, the binomial model approach is computationally the most efficient among the three approaches, and we also argue that it can easily be extended in theory to evaluation problems with smaller data sets or extremely low error rates.
To enhance readability, we have chosen to use the familiar terms FAR and FRR rather than the more formal equivalent terms False Match Rate (FMR) and False
Introduction
The confidence intervals for FAR and FRR based on smaller datasets of hundred subjects or less have been studied and researched in papers by using both parametric and non-parametric estimation. The parametric approach estimates the confidence intervals based on the binomial distribution. The non-parametric approach, bootstrap technique, has been proposed to estimate the confidence intervals of the error rate [1, 2, 3] . Note that [3] is based on much larger dataset with 60K (thousand) subjects.
We use both methods to compute confidence intervals for very large datasets. In addition to these two common methods, we take a different approach by using the sampling variance theory to estimate the confidence interval. Based on [4, 5] , simple random sampling, stratified sampling and cluster sampling, have been investigated extensively. The variance estimated from a single trial agrees with the average sample variance from repeating experiments. This research came from the realm of biometric facial recognition. In the present study, we adapt simple random sampling (SRS) to compute the variance, then comparing with the results in [1, 3] of the binomial and bootstrap estimates. Confidence intervals from each method are described in detail. The resulting confidence intervals based on several data sets are then compared.
Indeed, to strengthen our results, datasets of different sample size with different genuine scores and impostor scores have been explored with the same procedures.
In this report, we include the following sections: 
Datasets and Terminology
The datasets used in this study are taken from the NIST PFTII program. PFTII is part of a NIST ongoing program to measure the performance of fingerprint matching software utilizing vendor proprietary fingerprint templates 1 .
 Fingerprint matching always involved the same finger position (e.g., right index) for both the probe and the gallery.
The fingerprint verification protocol of PFTII is one-to-one matching which is shown in Figure 1 . Therefore the matching process produces M genuine scores and N (= M) impostor scores. 
Terminology
Let X = {X 1 ,.. X N } be a sample of impostor scores from matching subjects between sets { Pnm, G } and Y ={Y 1 ,.. Y M } be a sample of genuine scores set from matching subjects between {Pm, G}.
For the set of impostor scores, assume that x is a sample of N numbers drawn from a population with distribution function F, that is, F(x) = Prob(X ≤ t). For the set of genuine scores Y, assume that Y be a sample of N numbers drawn from a population with the distribution G(y) = Prob( Y ≤ t ).
Let x denote the imposter score from any chosen case, and y is the genuine score from any chosen case:
 F(x) = Prob( X ≤ x ) is the theoretical cumulative distribution function of impostor scores X.
 G(y) = Prob( Y ≤ y ) is the cumulative distribution function of genuine scores Y.
 The unbiased estimate of F(t) at x = t (threshold) and the unbiased estimate of G(t) at y = t are:
These two estimates are random variables.
From the definition FAR and FRR at threshold t are:
Since N=M, we use M throughout the report.
Variance Estimation
First we will compute the empirical variance by the random partition samples and from binomial distribution theory.
There is a relationship between SRS and i.i.d. data: see [4, 5] in the survey sampling. SRS implies that every element has the same probability of being selected. If the sample data (impostor scores and genuine scores) are i.i.d., we can estimate the variance of FAR and FRR from a single trial from repeatable experiments by SRS.
Micheals [6] shows that the unbiased variance for the simple random sampling is:
where μ ө and σ ө represent the true mean and variance of θ, and θ is the probability of success of the random variable X. Details about the distribution of θ can also be found in [5, 6] .
Random Sampling using Partitions & Procedure
In order to get multiple estimates of the true empirical variance and to determine qualitatively if the choice of partition significantly affects the result, we use random, non-overlapping partitioning of the sample to simulate a "hold-out" style cross-validation of the experiment.
To simplify the mechanics of the randomizing process, we begin by randomly generating L exhaustive partitions of the set {1, 2, 3, …, M}, where each partitioning P k (1 ≤ k ≤ L) consists of m sets each of size n, such that n x m = M. We note that the first set in each partition P k is selected by random sampling without replacement from set {1, …, M}, the second set selected by random sampling without replacement from the residue left by the selection of the first set, and so on; the m th such set finally exhausts {1, …, M}.
T be the set of pairs of impostor score and genuine score from a specific matcher. From this baseline of sample scores, we empirically determine a set of thresholds of interest: T = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 } that corresponding to the following set of target Far values: {10 -4 , 5x10 By using the partitioning P k we generate sets of random sampled pairs [without replacement] from set P. We do this L times to form new sets { P 1 , P 2 , ••• P L }. Each set P i, is thus partitioned into m subsets of size n, where M = m x n, shown as in Figure 2 .
Figure 2
Let P i = (X i , Y i ), the i-th random sample set of P where
Sampling Variance of FAR and FRR
First, compute the FAR(X i ) and FRR(Y i ) from each P i by the following procedure:
where x ij = FAR(X i j ) and To simplify notation, let , and
Estimated Variance of Binomial Estimator
Given data X={x 1 , x 2 ,••• x M } as described in 2.2 is a binomial random variable with the probability of success in M trials, i.e., then the sample proportion Z = X ∕M is an unbiased estimator of F(t), with the expectation:
and the variance:
We compute the variance for the binomial estimator from (4). Same applies to V( ). Details of this approach can be found in [2] .
The binomial model for a sum of independent and identically distributed 0,1-valued random variables, or Bernoulli trials is standard, but the model applies to more general situations such as when the individual trials have different probability distributions [10] . To explain this important extension, we introduce some generic notations. Let p i denote the probability of success at the i th trial, and S be the number of successes in M independent trials. Then the variance of S is maximum when p 1 =p 2 =… . =p M =p. This can be interpreted as follows: using the binomial model B(M, ) to compute the variance provides the correct upper bound for Var (S) even when the error rates of individual components are not equal (Theorem 3 of [10] ). Furthermore, the confidence intervals based on the above binomial model are still valid even when the individual trials have unequal probabilities (cf Theorem 5 of [10] ). When M is very large, the standard approximation using the normal distribution or Poisson approximation (for very small p"s) of the Binomial distribution can be used to simplify binomial probability calculations.
For each random partition samples P i, we computer the variance:
where n is the sample size of P i . Therefore and for (i= 1,.. L).
The resulting variance from those two computations (3) and (5) ) from the p-values listed in Table 4 in appendix A. Furthermore, applying the multivariate Wilk-Shapiro test to FAR(X i ) and FRR(Y i ) indicates that these sets are Bivariate Normal distributed (p-values are shown in Appendix A). The statistical summary of correlation coefficients (ρ) indicates that the correlation of FAR and FRR is centered around ρ=0. (The minimum, twentyfive percentile, median, seventy five percentile and maximum of ρ values are shown in Appendix A Table 5 ). Further investigation and research will be needed to establish the confidence region from the correlation coefficients.
However the individual normal distribution 95 % confidence interval of FAR and FRR are: a.
For each P i :
where b.
For the binomial estimate, the confidence interval is derived from the 95 th percentile of the normal distribution for large M: (7) where c.
For the non-parametric bootstrap, the 95 % confidence interval is:
where α = 0.05, and q(α/2) and q(1-α/2) are the 2.5 % and 97.5 % quantiles of bootstrap estimate of FAR(x*). In this report, a NIST non-parametric program from [3] was adopted here to estimate the confidence interval. The number of bootstrap replication in the program is 2000.
d.
Calculate the confidence interval from the mean of FAR i (x) by applying (6) with:
In calculation the confidence interval for the binomial distribution B(n, p), we approximate, using the normal distribution N(np, np(1-p)). This works well when n is very large and p is not too small. However, when n is large and p is very small, B(n, p) can be approximated by the Poisson distribution P(λ= np). As a rule of thumb, the Poisson approximation can be applied if n ≥ 20, p ≤ 0.05 or n ≥ 100, np ≤ 10.
The details of the confidence intervals of FAR and FRR from the each experiment (i), i = 1…L at FAR = 10 -3 , for binomial, bootstrap, and confidence interval from the mean variance are shown in the Figure 5 , and 6. 
Conclusion and Findings
We can summarize with the following findings:
 Figures 3, and 4 illustrate that the mean variance calculated from the simple random sample method are almost identical to the variance from binomial estimates.
 Figures 5, and 6 illustrate that the CI computed from mean variance of simple random sample and the binomial estimate almost identical. Thus this validates equation (2) and (4), i.e., the mean of empirical variance is the binomial estimate variance.
 Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the 95 % CIs of FAR and FRR for all target thresholds from algorithm C. The figures show the CI from bootstrap coincides with the others.
As predicted by statistical asymptotic theory, we found no significant difference in the confidence intervals of FAR and FRR among all three approaches: the mean of estimated variance, the binomial estimation, and the bootstrap. In Appendix B, Tables 6-8 show the CI from dataset 2 of evaluation results on finger 01 with similar results, i.e., without any significant difference.
Therefore, we can adopt the Binomial approach by  locating the FRR from a specific FAR from DET curve of the test scores,  applying FRR to equation (7) to obtain the CI for FRR.
The binomial approach avoids the long computing time by the bootstrap simulations.
Nevertheless, there are some questions which arise from the above analysis.
1.
Can we apply the binomial estimated confidence interval equation to a much smaller sample size dataset? Will there be any difference between parametric and non-parametric estimates? If not, how much smaller can the dataset size be so that it still gives a good estimate?
Two subsets of the original 120K sample dataset with the size of 60K and 20K are selected randomly to compute their confidence intervals from the same procedures. The partition size n has been adjusted in the process from the different sample sizes. The resulting CIs of FRR for dataset 2 of finger 01 are shown from Figure 9 and 10.
Once again, Figures 9 and 10 show that there is no significant difference among the three estimates. Yes, binomial estimation can be applied to smaller data samples. But the measured error rate has to be at least 1/n, where n is the sample size. Plots of all the CI of FRR from three sample sizes: 120K, 60K and 20K along with their respective DETs are shown in Figure 11 .
Figure 11
The confidence intervals do indeed converge from 20K sample to 120K sample but not symmetrically. The DET curves coincide each other until after the tail end of FAR value (< 2e-4) which is slightly greater than 0.01 %.
Minimum error for the sample size M (=120,000) is 1/M (= 8.3e-6) which is less than FAR = 1e-4 in Figure 11 .
Adoption of the "Rule of 30" for the biometric test size was initially suggested in [7] and is supported in [8] . It gives the lower bounds of errors of a test for a given level of accuracy. For example, If the FAR is 0.01 %, then the sample size will need to be 300K to have at least 30 errors to comply with the rule. In Figure 11 , three vertical dotted lines represent the minimal FAR values, {2.5e-4, 5e-4, 1.4e-3} from the respective sample sizes, {120K, 60K, and 20K} according to "Rule of 30".
From the observation of Figure 11 , there are too fewer data points at the tail end of the DET for the smaller size sample where the CI is far from that of the larger size sample. There are some research papers on the estimation tails of probability distributions and the confidence region around a very smaller error rate as in [8] . Further investigation of that aspect is warranted in future.
However, in our study, the experiment dataset sample size is 120K. If we follow this rule of 30, the guideline suggests that we can only guarantee the error rate 0.025 % for FAR instead of 0.01 % that we are estimating here. This leads us to the question "Do we really need a sample size of 300K in order to report FRR with a CI of 95 % at FAR = 0.01 % ?"
2.
If by doubling the imposter scores but with the same number of genuine scores in the experiment with the same protocol, will the binomial estimator still give accurate estimate confidence intervals?
For example, we let M = 60K, and N =120K for sample scores sets, then the confidence intervals are shown in Figure 12 and 13.
Figure 12 Once again, all three methods illustrate the similar confidence intervals. The confidence intervals of FRR of the 60Kx120K (genuine, impostor sizes) showed the similar range of FRR of 60Kx60K. (In appendix B, table 9 , and 10). We can therefore apply binomial estimation to compute the confidence interval which is based on the sample size and the corresponding FAR from the DET curve but with the different FRR value.
If we apply the same analogy to 120Kx120K and 120Kx300K, can we predict the accurate CI range for 120Kx300K from 120Kx120K? Will it look like Figure 11 where the FRR of 60KX60K approximately equal to 120Kx120K? It"s possible, but unless we increase the imposter score to 300K, we don"t know.
From the aspect of the "Rule of 30", Table 1 . Therefore we do not find "Rule of 30" relevant for the PFTII tests.
In this study, we have selected a target set T of thresholds of interested FAR values to compute the CI of FRR. We will investigate further by selecting a set of interested FRR values to compute the confidence intervals of FAR by the same procedures.
7.
Appendix A There are exceptions at FAR = 0.0001 which reject the normality of the data due to insufficient errors generated from the data or p being too small for the normal approximation while the Poisson distribution might give a better approximation. Note: Anderson, Shapiro normal and multivariate tests are implemented from R software. 
